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News framing contests are a central feature of Twitter, which is unsurprising given the unique ways that Twitter users engage with news. Twitter users are far more likely to use the platform to follow breaking news stories, directly follow reporters, and to engage with political news than Facebook users. At the same time, news personnel use Twitter as a source of news stories and to connect with interlocutors. Previous research has attempted to explain qualitative differences in the user bases of social media platforms as a function of different technical affordances. It has stopped short of making arguments about the cultural impact of public direct interaction between claimsmakers and media gatekeepers. However interactions between news personnel and media outsiders on Twitter are a daily feature of the discursive space. I argue that the distinctive culture of news consumption and critique that has developed on Twitter presents a unique opportunity to document framing contests within the ideological tensions that produce political mobilization on Twitter. How does direct engagement between Twitter users and news organizations, reporters, and commentators qualitatively affect the functions and possibilities of Twitter counterpublics? By reading Black cyberfeminist news frames from Twitter against the frames that resulted from these ideological battles and which shape the prestige media archive (NYT, Atlantic), I reveal an ideological fissure among feminist media along the faultline of race. I analyze the role of this ideological fissure in limiting the potential for anti-racist feminist frame diffusion.